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Hello Fellow Telecom, Mobility & IT Management 
Professionals.

Welcome to the 5th edition of AOTMP® Insights, the 
official publication of the Association of Telecom, 
Mobility & IT Management Professionals. 

After 17 years in the industry, AOTMP® evolved during 
the Pandemic to an Association to serve the millions 
of telecom, mobility, and IT management professionals 
who serve this industry. We saw a huge need to bring 
thought leadership, industry recognition, and industry 
resources to a largely unrecognized but huge industry. 

Until recent years, there hasn’t really been a telecom, 
mobility & IT management industry. Let’s not forget, 
the first iPhone was released just over 13 years ago. 
Today, we have over $3.8 trillion dollars being spent by 
organizations on telecom, mobility, and IT products, 
services, and solutions globally. And the options seem 
endless. 

To that end, we felt the need to bring more recognition, 
formality, education, and resources together to 
support the industry professionals. We combined our 
years of knowledge with what we have learned from 
thousands of telecom, mobility & IT environments 
around the globe to launch the Association. With a 
powerful set of information, data, analytics, and best 
practices supporting us, we are bringing AOTMP® 
University, Certifications, Memberships, Events, and 
Advisory services to the industry.  

While we think we have a good start, the Association 
is really all about you. It’s about your ideas, it’s about 
the relationships you develop, and it’s about your 
participation and coming together to move this 
industry forward from every perspective. 

Happy reading and if you have any ideas or 
suggestions for the publication or the industry, please 
send them over. We are all in this together. You can 
reach me at tim.lybrook@aotmp.com.

Tim
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Q: HOW WAS DELL 
POSITIONED TO HANDLE THE 
PANDEMIC AND THE NEED TO 
MOVE LARGE NUMBERS OF 
TEAM MEMBERS TO WORK AT 
HOME?

A: At Dell Technologies, we 
believe work is not tied to 
where you are, but what you 
do. We introduced this flexible, 
outcomes-based approach 
to working over ten years ago 
as part of an effort we refer 
to as Connected Workplace. 
Our flexible workplace culture 
enabled us to quickly move 
teams remote in the wake of the 
pandemic. Before March of this 
year, 65% of team members told 
us they informally leveraged 
work flexibility on an occasional 
basis. And we had 30% of team 
members working remotely on 
any given day. In mid-March, we 
shifted 90% of our workforce to 
work fully remote in a few short 
weeks. When we were required 
to shift to a large number of 
people working at home, we had 
the applications, infrastructure, 
and security capability already 
in place. We quickly reviewed 
and refined certain processes, 
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and added additional capacity 
at the edge, but the structural 
foundations were in place. The 
focus on flexibility and agility will 
serve us well in the future as we will 
be prepared to re-position quickly 
as the “new normal” evolves.        

Q: WHAT WERE THE MAIN 
CHALLENGES YOU FACED IN 
ORDER TO EXECUTE? WHAT WAS 
DELL’S APPROACH? 

A: First and foremost, Dell 
Technologies prioritized the health 
and safety of our team. To enable 
remote work, equipping all IT staff 
with the right tools and resources 
to work remote was the first step. 
We issued notebooks, set up 
softphones and supported 30K 
contact center agents to shift 
to a remote work posture over 
a period of just two weeks. Our 
support teams focused on helping 
those team members get set up 
with secure remote access. In 
parallel, our infrastructure and 
cyber security teams partnered to 
add additional capacity to our VPN 
infrastructure around the globe. We 
accelerated the final phase of our 
SD-WAN rollout to ensure network 

capacity and performance to 
support our global team members. 
We also focused on both enabling 
and educating our team members 
on how to work productively using 
our conferencing and collaboration 
systems. Finally, we used 
Workspace ONE as a mechanism to 
both communicate with our team 
members and allow them secure, 
one-click access to key applications 
on any device (Mobile & Client).     

Q: HOW HAS (WAS) YOUR HELP 
DESK BEEN IMPACTED WITH 
THE BIG MOVE TO HAVE OVER 
130,000 EMPLOYEES BE TOTALLY 
REMOTE IN A VERY SHORT 
PERIOD OF TIME? 

A: Although Dell has long had a 
flexible approach to work, we did 
believe that running an effective 
service desk required an office-
based team up until March of this 
year. We had to adjust our thinking. 
Like so many other others, we 
were required to transition a large 
support team to work remote 
over a very short period, yet the 
transition felt seamless. We quickly 
provisioned notebooks, installed 
telephony client software, and 
resumed service. 

ASSOCIATION INTERVIEW
DELL’S SUCCESSFUL NEW NORMAL
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Another opportunity we embraced 
was to expand Service Desk / 
remote support to combine on-
site ‘face to face’ technicians 
with our service desk to harness 
the full capacity of one global 
digitally connected support team. 
Technicians who were used to 
working on our ‘on-campus’ IT Teck 
bars were able to pivot to phone 
and chat service within a few 
short weeks. Again, they met and 
exceeded our expectations in terms 
of how quickly and effectively they 
switched to different methods of 
delivering support. 

Q: WHAT HAS BEEN THE 
GREATEST SUCCESS FOR YOU 
AND YOUR TEAM DURING THE 
PANDEMIC?

A: Our greatest success was the 
speed at which the Dell Digital (IT) 
team was able to help 130K people 
to become productive at home. 
Ensuring Dell’s business continuity 
with Sales, Support, Supply Chain, 
Mfg., Operations, Finance, etc. 
enabled us to continue to support 
our customers. When faced with the 
crisis, our internal infrastructure, 
support, and security teams worked 
together to develop VPN capacity, 
add network bandwidth, provision 

notebooks, and virtual desktops 
at such speed that the experience 
for our Dell team members was 
relatively frictionless. 

Understanding the needs and 
challenges of the end-users 
continues to be paramount in how 
those IT teams prepare for, mitigate, 
and resolve issues. Flexibility will 
continue to be important for work 
/ life balance – along with the 
flexibility to solve things creatively 
where needed. Certainly, there are 
times where on-site support is 
mandatory, like in the data center, 
but even there – we’ve seen our 
teams do amazing things remotely, 
like a remote deployment of VxRail 
HCI appliance for a customer in a 
complex environment.

Q: WHAT GUIDANCE WOULD 
YOU PROVIDE OTHERS TO 
BETTER PREPARE FOR AN 
EMERGENCY SITUATION?

A: Adopt a flexible, remote-first 
strategy. As a company that has 
built flexibility into our culture for 
the last decade, we continue to see 
our flexible culture, combined with 
the right technology infrastructure, 
promote innovation and work / life 
balance. By providing employees 
with access to the right technology, 

all while prioritizing security and 
data protection, Dell was able to 
make a very successful transition 
to remote work. Our Connected 
Workplace program – which 
involves HR, Facilities, IT, and 
cybersecurity teams – works to 
understand the roles and personas 
that can be productive working 
in a flexible manner and ensure 
readiness before we rollout to 
any region or country. Having this 
resource and process in place has 
been a critical advantage for us.

Communicate constantly with 
your team and customers. There 
should be regular touch points 
with executives to enable quick 
decision-making to give the team 
ability to implement necessary 
action as quickly as possible. 

Remain flexible and open to 
rethinking processes, parameters, 
and any barriers. It’s important to 
continually monitor the situation 
for fast-moving changes that add 
complexity and impact delivery 
and safety. You must implement 
systems to measure the impact 
and track the impact on teams, 
customers, and partners, and be 
ready to shift as circumstance 
changes. 
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TELECOM, MOBILITY & IT MANAGEMENT BY 
THE NUMBERS

WHAT DO TELECOM, MOBILITY, AND IT 
MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONALS DO?
AOTMP® association members and customers support a wide 
variety of telecom, mobility, and IT management activities.

ACTIVITIES FOCUSED ON
COMPLIANCE & BUSINESS RESULTS

Reporting & Analytics 47%

Business Analysis 45%

Strategy 32%

Performance Management 26%

Policy 19%

Data Privacy 18%

Governance 18%

Risk Management 17%

Regulatory Compliance 15%

Security 15%

ACTIVITIES FOCUSED ON
DELIVERY  & SUPPORT 

Process Improvement 38%

Project Management 36%

Order Management 31%

Change Control 17%

Quality Control & Assurance 17%

Endpoint Management 16%

Help Desk 14%

Portfolio Delivery 14%

Exception Management 14%

AOTMP® Insights
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ACTIVITIES FOCUSED ON
FINANCE & SUPPLIER MANAGEMENT

Invoice Processing 42%

Auditing 36%

Vendor Management 33%

Contract Management 32%

Budgeting & Forecasting 27%

Sourcing & Procurement 27%

ACTIVITIES FOCUSED ON
TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

Service Management 43%

Asset Management 32%

Network Design 14%

License Management 11%

Disaster Recovery 10%
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WHAT TOPICS ARE TOP OF MIND FOR TELECOM, MOBILITY, AND IT 
MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONALS?
Technology expense management, mobility management, and cloud management top the list for AOTMP® 
association members and customers.

AOTMP® Insights
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WHAT ARE THE GREATEST CHALLENGES FACING TODAY’S TELECOM, 
MOBILITY, AND IT MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONALS?
What are the greatest challenges facing today’s telecom, mobility, and IT management professionals?
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WHAT INITIATIVES ARE TELECOM, MOBILITY, AND IT MANAGEMENT 
PROFESSIONALS TACKLING?
Technology integration / automation, technology evaluation, and vendor sourcing / evaluation top the list for 
AOTMP® association members and customers.

AOTMP® Insights
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3 CRITICAL STRATEGIES THAT EXTEND YOUR 
IT BUDGET 
BY KIRK WADDELL,

EVP OF TECHNOLOGY, ONE SOURCE

Many IT leaders and teams are 
facing budget constraints for the 
remainder of 2020 and into 2021. 
With impact of COVID-19, and the 
transition to a remote workforce 
for many organizations, agility is 
more important than ever. Having 
the capabilities to upgrade your IT 
infrastructure generates greater 
productivity, efficiency, and 
competitive advantage during 
this time of crisis. The demand for 
innovation is not slowing, so how 
do you continue to advance and 
support remote workers despite 
budget constraints?

Below are 3 creative strategies 
proven to uncover cost savings in 
hard to find places so you can keep 
up with the demand for innovation:

1. ASSET MANAGEMENT
CHALLENGES: 

Stop wasted spend and untangle 
your unmanaged assets. Many 
organizations fall victim to 
mismanagement of their device 
inventory and end up paying for 
devices that they no longer use – 
sometimes for years. According to 
One Source data, 15 percent of the 
amount spent on an organization’s 
telecom and IT needs is wasted on 
mismanaged or unused assets. It is 
easy to recognize the wasted spend 

in the IT budget, however fixing the 
problem is time consuming and 
requires a lot of manpower.

SOLUTION: 

Many organizations do not have 
the team or the time to track down 
the unused assets, so they find a 
partner who can uncover these 
assets for them. A partner who 
specializes in asset management 
already knows where to look to 
uncover unused assets and can 
quickly resolve these issues. 
Identifying mismanaged assets can 
be a quick win for an IT team and 
the cost-savings realized recur year 
to year.

2. FIND AN
ALTERNATIVE TO AN
AGGREGATOR
CHALLENGES: 

The aggregator model is an 
alternative to working directly with 
facilities-based carriers. Facilities-
based carriers are limited in their 
geographic footprint and the 
complexity of managing multiple 
carriers across multiple locations 
of an organization is challenging. 
Aggregators offer simplicity by 
negotiating wholesale contracts 
with the facilities-based carriers. An 
aggregator provides organizations 
with consolidated bill pay, help desk, 

and becomes the single-point-
of-contact for an organization 
to combat the frustrations of an 
organization managing facilities-
based carriers on their own. 
However, this wholesale model 
limits an organization’s options. 
Because the organization does 
not go directly to the facilities-
based carriers, they miss out on 
promotional pricing, access to an 
extended product portfolio, and 
experience-prolonged operational 
times for services such as repairs 
and new installs. An aggregator 
model offers simplicity, but not 
necessarily best practices.

SOLUTION:

To overcome the limitations 
of the aggregator model and 
avoid the management of all the 
facilities-based carriers on their 
own, organizations have been 
transitioning to partners who allow 
them to own the relationship with 
the facilities-based carrier. These 
partners keep the contract between 
the facilities-based carrier and 
the organization itself to get the 
benefits of promotional pricing, 
access to the extended product 
portfolio, and reduced operational 
times for support services that 
are otherwise inaccessible if the 
organization goes through the 
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wholesale model. The partner 
manages these contracts on 
behalf of the organization and can 
then provide the same benefits 
of an aggregator such as single-
point-of-contact, help desk, and 
consolidated bill pay. This transition 
offers the same simplicity as an 
aggregator while also reaping the 
benefits provided by the facilities-
based carriers, ultimately realizing 
recurring cost savings by avoiding 
wholesale.

3. UNDERSTANDING
YOUR CONTRACTS
CHALLENGES: 

Despite dispositions due to 
COVID-19, service providers are 
holding organizations to their 
contracts. These contracts tend to 
be complex and come with revenue 
and asset level commitments, 
making it difficult for organizations 
to make carrier or technology 
changes without incurring liability 
charges.

SOLUTION:

Understanding how to unpack 
an entire contract allows an 

organization to have more flexibility 
in their options. There are common 
structures to look out for, such as 
ensuring that contract effective and 
end dates are associated with the 
MSA as a whole rather than being 
tied to individual assets. This allows 
an organization the flexibility to 
bring on new, additional services 
without liability fees instead of 
managing multiple contracts tied 
to single assets that have different 
end dates. Contracts tied to single 
assets make it difficult to make 
changes without breaking the 
contract and paying the liability 
fee. Additionally, it is beneficial to 
add a technology clause to the 
contract. This clause would allow an 
organization a period in the contract 
term to explore updated technology 
and product options to keep pace 
with the ever-changing technology 
landscape. Finally, ensuring the 
contract contains a business turn-
down clause allows an organization 
to terminate services with locations 
that have closed or downsized 
without liability charges. Unpacking 
an organization’s contracts can 
be time consuming and require 

manpower, however there are 
partners who specialize in finding 
cost savings in contracts that are 
an option to organizations.

These three key strategies are 
designed to enable organizations 
and their IT teams to uncover 
cost savings that can then be 
reallocated into other innovative 
IT projects, such as cybersecurity. 
Uncovering costs can lengthen a 
constrained budget, while giving 
you recurring costs that can be 
applied year over year.  Want to 
learn more about cutting telecom 
costs and extending your IT 
Budget? Visit One Source.

About Kirk Waddell: Kirk Waddell 
has been an integral part of the 
One Source team since 2001. 
Throughout his tenure, Kirk has 
served One Source clients in 
nearly every capacity possible. His 
technical knowledge and expertise, 
makes him an effective leader; 
providing guidance for One Source 
employees and clients. Kirk received 
his undergraduate degree from East 
Carolina University. He and his wife 
have two daughters.
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ENDPOINT 
CYBERSECURITY TRENDS
BY PETER HUM

STRATEVALUE PTE. LTD.

With the arrival of Covid-19, 2020 
has been a year of deep changes 
in every aspect of our professional 
lives. Specifically, in Asia-Pacific 
where we were the first region 
to impose strict movement and 
social distancing controls to our 
economies to get ahead of the 
virus, these lockdown restrictions 
fundamentally changed our work 
environment through the adoption 
of Work From Home (WFH) policies.

The imposition of these policies 
brought about new business spend 
and telecommuting priorities that 
focused on technologies promoting 
secure, remote productivity 
approaches.

As we are well aware, the premise 
of telecommuting is based on 
allowing employees to work outside 
of the confines of a brick and mortar 
office. In doing so, we leverage 
innovative technologies to achieve 
productivity and security that would 
allow a similar level of work output 
typically experienced from within 
the secured and hardened network 
confines of a more traditional office 
environment. 

Therein, lies the main topic of 
our focus in this article; endpoint 
Cybersecurity.

The need to deploy the right 
endpoint Cybersecurity 
technologies become paramount to 
protect the company’s digital assets 
residing within the employee’s 
remote computer and the online 
access they have to reach the 
corporate intranet.  The goal would 
be to achieve a level of endpoint 
Cybersecurity that would rival or 
come close to the highly secured 
network environment found within 
the fortified corporate network.

What have been some of the 
endpoint Cybersecurity priorities 
adopted within Asia-Pacific over the 
last 9 months in 2020?

The points below outline the 
discussions I’ve had with leading 
Cybersecurity vendors as well as IT 
Directors / CISOs of SMEs and large 
corporates various verticals in Asia-
Pacific.

1. Token-Based Authentication
/ Multi-Factor Authentication
(MFA)

During the first two quarters 
of 2020, the acquisition of 
token-based and multi-factor 
authentication solutions had 
increased to accommodate 
the need to secure the remote 
corporate logins of the 
telecommuter who worked from 
home. The mass migration to a 
password-less future had been 
accelerated as a result of this global 
pandemic.

2. Endpoint Detection and
Response (EDR)

EDR goes beyond the traditional 
anti-virus protection with the 
introduction of a broader set of 
security capabilities like deep 
analytics that identify patterns 
and detect behavioural anomalies 
within the remote endpoint. Any 
anomaly detected would trigger 
alerts back to a centralised 
management console for immediate 
response and remediation. While 
EDR came to the forefront of 
planning during the first half of 
2020, significant deployments are 
taking place as we end 2020 and 
will continue well into 2021. As 
greater adoption takes place in 
2021, it is expected that come 2022 
and beyond where WFH policies will 
persist, Managed Detection and 
Response (MDR) and coordinated 
security orchestration frameworks 
like Security Orchestration and 
Response (SOAR) will bring about 
more robust and automated 
Cybersecurity management 
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capabilities to manage these 
voluminous endpoints.

3. Phishing Threat Security

Phishing attacks have increased 
exponentially in 2020 with the 
broad-based introduction of WFH 
policies. Cyber threat actors have 
realised that as employees work 
from home, they are working from 
less secure environments and 
are more susceptible to being 
influenced to engage with criminal 
emails masquerading as genuine 
emails. This increase in Phishing 
activity has brought forth more 
trojan horse attacks that have 
either led to financial loss through 
ransomware activity or have 
created backdoor entry points to 
plant worms or other intrusive 
malware that could compromise 
the corporate network through the 
infected endpoint.   

4. Data Loss Prevention (DLP) /
Data Leakage

Active forensic monitoring with 
granular controls and protection 
of sensitive corporate data for 
endpoints, have been another 
key priority for Cybersecurity 
managers within telecommuting 
environments. Continued concerns 
for corporate data to flow into 
destinations like unauthorised 
third party cloud storage apps or 
rogue malware activity that push 
credential data or intellectual 
property indiscriminately into the 
dark web will persist and will put 
pressure on the Cybersecurity 
manager to remain vigilant to 
maintain a fortified remote endpoint.

As we approach the end 2020, the 
need for heightened scrutiny as 
employees continue to work from 
home will not abate. In fact, as we 
move into 2021, the need for more 
automated security orchestration 
will come into greater focus as 
Cybersecurity managers continue to 
find more productive ways to fortify 
the voluminous remote endpoints 
distributed outside the organisation. 
The focus must not only be on how 
secure the corporate endpoints 
are, but also on how productive the 
Cybersecurity manager will become 
as a result of adopting the right 
monitoring technologies with the 
most accurate contextual response 
and remediation actions to maintain 
the highest level of endpoint 
Cybersecurity.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Peter Hum is the Founder and Managing 
Director of StrateValue Pte Ltd, a leading 
boutique business management and Asia 
market entry firm based in Singapore. With 
more than 27 years of international business 
and global telecommunications experience, 
Peter has held successive career roles ranging 
from technical, marketing, sales, executive 
management, and serial entrepreneurship 
across Asia and North America. He specialises 
within the fields of Telecommunications, 
Business Analytics, Enterprise Software, 
Cybersecurity, and Digital Services. Peter has 
provided strategic and operational guidance to 
senior level executives in some of the largest 
multinational organisations in the region.
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Learn more: vComSolutions.com/AOTMP

You’re not using 
software to track 
your IT spend?
That's scary.
Let us help you with that.

Complete IT Spend Management Solutions
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Damage from poor packaging 
can reduce value by 30%

Fall-out from security locks 
can reduce salable devices by 35%

Cascade Enterprise Mobile Disposition focuses 
on the entire reverse logistics process to  
maximize your trade-in rebate.

For an estimate or free pilot
email: info@cascade-assets.com
or call: 888-222-8399

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
Ryan Laber

Vice President Of Business Development at Cascade Asset Management

How long have you been a member of AOTMP®? I was first 
a member in 2014 at an earlier employer. At Cascade, I've 
been a member since June 2020. 

Why did you join AOTMP®? It's the forum for enterprises and 
their solution providers to discuss solutions for problems 
arising from the use of mobile devices. We provide solutions 
for the retirement of wireless equipment, so it was a natural 
fit. 

What has been the most valuable aspect of your 
membership thus far? Getting industry feedback from 
AOTMP®, followed closely by the networking opportunities 
membership presents. 

Why did Cascade decide to join as a Corporate Member? 
We felt it was important that our customer-facing staff 
become members to hear first-hand the issues enterprises 
have to deal with. The Corporate Membership provided us 
with that exposure. 

What advice would you give a new member? Let AOTMP® 
share their thoughts on where you stand. That applies to 
enterprises seeking to mature their own IT and Telecom 
practices, or as a service provider.  Then, ask how to get 
better. 

What advice would you give an individual or company 
considering joining AOTMP®? If you're interested in making 
improvements, AOTMP® is a good fit. Best practices are often 
chalked up and being cliche. At AOTMP® they find ways to 
drive business value with them. 

AOTMP® Insights
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Online Master’s in Information
and Communication Sciences

Experience an All-In-One Degree
Ball State University’s Center for Information and Communication Sciences (CICS) is 
the place to make sense of our ever-changing technology-driven world, prepare to 
lead, and push boundaries well into the future. 

The degree you earn is more than an educational experience. It’s about your 
professional growth and development. Content around emotional intelligence and 
interactions, self-awareness, and confidence to lead is built into our curriculum, so 
you’ll grow as a technologist, leader, and person.

Because there are no set “class” times, you can complete coursework when and 
where it fits into your schedule, even if that’s during your lunch break. In fact, we 
encourage you to bring the office to the “classroom” to learn by incorporating your 
current business challenges into our adaptive curriculum. If you’re trying to gain 
new skills, you can work on projects like 5G deployments or develop insights from 
entrepreneurial companies, industry partners, and our extensive alumni network, all 
while earning your master’s degree.

If you’d like to learn more, please contact Anna Stumpf, Online Program Coordinator 
for CICS, at amstumpf@bsu.edu. 

www.allinone.degree

The Information and 
Telecommunications 
Education and Research 
Association (ITERA) named 
CICS The 2020 Outstanding 
Program of the Year, for 
the second time since 2007.

Ball State is the first higher 
education institution in the 
country to earn Quality 
Matters’ Learner Support 
Program Certification for 
its online programs.

CICS is the FIRST university 
program in the country 
partnered with Amazon Web 
Services Academy to deliver 
its inaugural Cloud Practitioner 
curriculum and hands-on labs.

You have the opportunity to 
finish your degree in as little 
as 18 months, but you’ll have 
the flexibility to determine 
your pace as well as the path 
of your degree.
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A NEW TAKE ON POOLING OPTIMIZATION
WHAT IF YOU WERE TO LEARN THAT THERE IS A BETTER WAY TO OPTIMIZE YOUR POOLING ACCOUNT? BELOW, WE 
EXAMINE TWO WAYS TO OPTIMIZE AN ACCOUNT AND HIGHLIGHT THE PROS AND CONS OF EACH.

SHARED ACCOUNT OPTIMIZATION WITH DIRECT 
PASS THROUGH ALLOCATION

This is the traditional method that organizations use 
to optimize their plans, as it is often promoted by the 
carriers. It is straight forward and is the easiest for 
someone who does not have automated expense 
management software such as Tellennium, to allocate 
charges.

In this model, each end user is put on a rate plan that 
best matches their usage, while ensuring that the 
overall account has an appropriate buffer. When it 
comes to allocation, the end users’ charges on their 
rate plans are directly passed back to the employee’s 
allocation code. 

The good news about this type of allocation is that the 
chargeback to the business will be consistent month 
over month. The bad news is that you will pay more to 
the carrier when this type of optimization is used. 

Additionally, there is a lack of accountability for high 
users as they simply pull overage from other users at 
no additional cost.

SHARED ACCOUNT OPTIMIZATION WITH USAGE-
BASED ALLOCATION

The difference is subtle, so read closely. In this model, 
the traditional monitoring of past usage and adding a 
5-10% buffer is the same; the difference is when you 
assign rate plans. 

With usage-based allocation, you procure the highest 
data allowance plan available until your share/pool 
allowance is met, then you place the others on 
the cheapest share plan available. Then costs are 

allocated back to the end-user based on their actual 
usage. It is recommended that you negotiate a low GB 
share plan in your agreements with carriers, however 
this model will also work with standard carrier plans.

With this approach, you utilize plans that have a cheaper 
cost per GB, allowing you to maximize savings. Carriers 
charge less per GB with their higher allowance plans 
than with their middle plans, allowing the company to 
maximize savings.  

Along with the usage charge, end users are also given 
costs such as international travel and other features 
passed directly back to them. This puts accountability 
back on the end user as they will only pay for their 
own usage. This only works well if a company has an 
efficient/automated way to allocate these charges back 
to the user based on their actual usage.
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Math used to determine the base fee: Total unused GB * Price Per GB= Total; Total/Total number of Users= Base Fee 
(3GB@$17=$51, $51/15 users=$3.40 per user)

As stated earlier, companies need to be careful when switching to this method; without proper communication, 
this could quickly drive budgets over if a few high users over-represent the business unit.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

Using smaller share plans may significantly reduce your mobile spend. This approach allows for additional 
accountability within business units, and more accurate chargebacks for high use individuals. Utilizing plans with 
a cheaper cost per GB, allows you to maximize savings.  This works most effectively if a company has an efficient/
automated way of allocating these charges based on each users’ actual usage. Communication is critical. 

If you are interested in learning more about this model, please feel free to contact me at the email address below.

Article By: Shawn Veitz
sveitz@tellennium.com
Vice President Sales
www.Tellennium.com

Let’s take a look at an example, the model below 
includes 15 users. The chart in red, shows the standard 
way that many corporations optimize their rate plans. 
Everyone is placed on a corporate rate plan with built-
in buffers for the users who go over their allowance. 
You can see that User 1 pays the same amount as User 
7, even though User 1 used 5 GB more in data. Note that 
this model’s average cost per GB is $27.50. 

In a usage-based allocation (represented in blue), 
the company purchases the highest amount of data 
available on a shared plan for three users, then places 
all other users on the lowest available rate plan. Each 
user is charged a base fee of $3.40 for having a device 
(determined by the unused GB pool); this charge is 
then allocated back to the cost per GB based on their 
actual usage. This adds additional accountability back 
to the end user and offers cheaper overall pricing for 
the company. In this model, the average cost per GB is 
$17.00.
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Congratulations AOTMP® association members for being recognized in Gartner’s 2020 Market Guide for 

Telecom Expense Management Services!

REGIONAL VENDORSGLOBAL VENDORS

Calero-MDSL, Sakon, and Upland (Cimpl) are also Efficiency First® Certified Vendors!

Have some exciting news to share?  Submit news at engagement@aotmp.com

INDUSTRY NEWS
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WELCOME NEW
AOTMP® MEMBERS!

Salvador Duran
is the CEO and Founder 
of ContecNow

Judy Aquino 
is the Sr. Telecom Expense 
Analyst at AXA XL

Daniel Angeles 
is the CEO of DTI

Annetta Webb
is the Sr. Telecom 
Operations Analyst 
at Baxter Healthcare 
Corporation

Geoff Radford 
is the Sales Manager at 
Universal Cellular NYC

Tony Castigliego
is the Senior Business 
Analyst at AXA XL
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According to AOTMP, 52% of organizations don’t 
consider themselves mature when it comes to 
managing mobile technology.

Stay ahead of the curve with Vision’s managed 
mobility services. Streamline your complex mobile 
environment. Save time and money. 

It’s that simple. 

LEAVE MOBILITY  
TO THE EXPERTS

INCREASED  
WORKFORCE MOBILITY 

DEMANDS EXPERT 
MANAGEMENT. 

LEARN MORE

A LEGAL OVERVIEW OF WORK FROM HOME REIMBURSEMENT
The world is a different place today than it was a month ago – or even a week ago. As businesses and individuals 
try to ascertain what the new normal will look like, one thing is clear: the workplace as we’ve known it is 
transforming. Working from home – once a perk – is now a mandate for millions of Americans. This has raised all 
kinds of new needs and questions for employers of all sectors. What tasks can employees do from home? Do we 
have the technology to support them? How can we help our employees feel connected and healthy from home?

In my role, leading the legal function at Motus, I have turned to several of the nationwide General Counsel listservs 
to share and learn from others as we all navigate this changing landscape in real time. One question that has 
come up many times with these legal leaders is this:

WORKING FROM HOME (“WFH”) HAS SHIFTED 
FROM BEING AN OPTION TO A REQUIREMENT. HOW 
MUST EMPLOYERS ACCOUNT FOR THE COSTS THAT 
EMPLOYEES ARE INCURRING TO DO THEIR JOBS 
FROM HOME? SHOULD EMPLOYEES BE REIMBURSED 
FOR PHONE, INTERNET, OFFICE SETUP, ETC.?

While I may not have answers to many of the 
“new-normal” questions we’re facing, as CLO of a 
business that calculates business reimbursements 
for mixed-use assets, I can shed some light on 
factors businesses should consider for WFH.

EMPLOYEES WORKING FROM HOME? 
A LEGAL OVERVIEW
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SHOULD I REIMBURSE 
EMPLOYEES FOR 
BUSINESS USE OF 
PERSONAL ASSETS?

• If they earn at-or-close-to the
minimum wage, yes. The federal
Fair Labor Standards Act requires
that employees earn at least
the minimum wage, net of any
necessary business expenses
they incur to do their jobs.

• If they live in California, Illinois,
Massachusetts, Iowa, Montana,
or D.C., yes. These states require
employers to reimburse their
employees for all necessary
business-related expenses,
regardless of the employee’s wage.

• Even if employees have “unlimited”
phone or internet plans, yes.
Courts reviewing this issue find
that just because an employee’s
expenses do not increase from
business use, their employer may
not be “unjustly enriched” as a
result.

• It’s also worth noting that a Work
From Home reimbursement
is especially meaningful after
the recent Tax Cuts and Jobs
Act (TCJA) tax reform, which
eliminated the deduction for
unreimbursed job expenses. Your
employees who previously could
have deducted many of the new
costs they’re experiencing now
have no way to be made whole
without a reimbursement.

I’VE HEARD OF COMPANIES 
IMPLEMENTING A FLAT 
WFH ALLOWANCE FOR 
ALL EMPLOYEES. SHOULD I 
REIMBURSE THE SAME AMOUNT 
THEY’RE REIMBURSING? AND 
SHOULD I REIMBURSE ALL OF MY 
EMPLOYEES THE SAME THING?

• Not necessarily. Depending on
the nature of someone’s job,
where they live and the type of
home set-up they require, costs
can vary widely. That’s both
between businesses and within
each company’s employee base.
Allocating the same amount
to these employees results in

“winners and losers.”

• A fair and accurate reimbursement
should account for a number of
factors, which can vary based on
several factors:

1. Phones:
device costs, carrier costs,
taxes, insurance

2. Internet:
speed package, modem fee

3. Home Office:
regional living costs

• Reimbursements should be
for business expenses that are

“reasonable” and “necessary.”
So, by way of analogy, if you
reimburse someone who drives
their personally-owned Porsche
for business, but their job simply
requires them to get from point
A to point B, the added cost of
it being a Porsche need not be
attributable to the business.

• Regardless of what you decide
to pay, it is advisable to have
a mechanism for employees
to submit substantiated
expenditures that exceed the
reimbursement amount.
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IS A WORK FROM HOME 
REIMBURSEMENT TAXABLE TO 
ME AND/OR MY EMPLOYEE?

• While the basic distinction is that
reimbursements are un-taxed and
compensation is taxed, in practice
things are more complicated. A
one-size-fits-all WFH stipend for
all employees – even if intended
to reimburse for business
expenses – is likely taxable. That
is unless the business adds the
complication of collecting receipts
from all employees or otherwise
substantiating the reimbursement.

• If you’re tempted to avoid the
substantiation complexity by
simply allowing the stipend to
be taxed as compensation, you
and your employees stand to lose
a meaningful amount. (E.g., for
every $100 of taxable stipend, $38
is lost to employee and employer
taxes.) As more employees
become remote, this inefficiency
only multiplies.

• To support a tax-free
reimbursement program,
employers should leverage
data that accounts for each
individual’s regionally-specific
costs. For mobile phone and
internet, for example, an employer
must be able to show that the
reimbursement reasonably
related to needs of the business
and was reasonably calculated
not to exceed the expenses the
employee actually incurred.

Now armed with the legal framework above, the next step in 
choosing how to fairly recompense your employees is learning 
about your policy options. Organizations can provide phones 
to employees, implement BYOD, or use a blended approach. 
Internet connectivity can be addressed with data plans, hot 
spots, or reimbursement. To learn more about remote work 
options, visit Motus.

DANIELLE LACKEY
CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER AT MOTUS

As Chief Legal Officer, Danielle is responsible for all Motus legal affairs and 
works with strategic business units to drive initiatives that bolster IRS and 
legal compliance for Motus clients. Prior to joining Motus, Danielle co-
founded and served as CEO of Cadence Counsel, a company that helps law 
firms and companies thrive in an environment where work, as we know it, 
is rapidly changing. Before founding Cadence Counsel, Danielle practiced 
as a litigator at Latham & Watkins, representing major corporations and 
senior executives in complex civil and criminal matters. She earned her 
J.D. with Distinction from Stanford Law School and is a graduate of Brown
University (Phi Beta Kappa, Magna Cum Laude).
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We are designed to meet the specific 

sustainability and data security measures that 

challenge organizations today. 

We protect our client data by using 

Cryptographic data erasure software that 

prevents anything from being duplicated or 

replicated.  

A certificate of recycling/destruction is 

provided for each item we process. Upon 

request, we can scan in equipment to retrieve 

the device serial number.  

The serial numbers will be reported on your 

certificate of recycling/destruction. Our 

simplified and detailed processes allow us to 

provide some of the highest buyback values in 

the industry. 

Our mission is to help 

organizations use the most up-to 

date technology in the most cost-

effective way by providing them 

with our simplified buyback 

program for their end of life 

mobile devices. Data security 

should be the highest priority 

when it comes to retiring your 

company's mobile devices.  

BEST PRACTICE: CHANGE CONTROL
A universal ambition for technology management professionals at every level is to improve, optimize, and 
streamline processes, procedures, and performance. The quest to evolve, adapt, and transform telecom, mobility, 
and IT management is, and will continue, to push professionals to achieve more with less. As management 
practices evolve and mature, it is imperative that change control best practices implemented ensure that steady-
state operations are achieved; changes in one operational workstream may affect other workstreams negatively if 
dependencies are not properly addressed.

“PEOPLE ARE VERY OPEN-MINDED ABOUT NEW THINGS, AS LONG AS THEY'RE EXACTLY LIKE THE OLD 
ONES.” —CHARLES F. KETTERING

The Efficiency First® Framework defines change control as the practice of controlling technical, financial, and 
operational business change. Within the practice, are twelve activities that address several facets of telecom, 
mobility, and IT management.
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EFFICIENCY FIRST® FRAMEWORK 
CHANGE CONTROL ACTIVITIES

MANAGE BUSINESS 
OBJECTIVES CHANGE

MANAGE SKILLS 
ALIGNMENT CHANGE

MANAGE COST 
CHANGE

MANAGE 
ORGANIZATIONAL 

STRUCTURE CHANGE

MANAGE DATA 
INFORMATION 

REQUIREMENTS

MANAGE CORE 
TECHNOLOGY 

CHANGE

MANAGE LICENSE 
CHANGE

MANAGE VENDOR 
CHANGE

MANAGE PORTFOLIO 
CHANGE

MANAGE CONTRACT 
CHANGE

MANAGE PROCESS 
CHANGE

MANAGE POLICY 
CHANGE

EACH CHANGE CONTROL ACTIVITY 
FOLLOWS A THREE-STEP PROCESS.

DOCUMENT
Documenting the nature and scope of change is critical. 
Whether large or small, consider addressing these questions 
when documenting change:

• What is changing?

• What is the purpose / goal of the change?

• Who does the change affect?

• What is the plan to implement the change?

• Who is the change owner?

COMMUNICATE
Once documented, communicate the change. Using a RASCI 
matrix to identify the parties may prove useful.

• R (Responsible) – The persons or parties that perform the
change.

• A (Accountable) – The singular person or party that owns
change results / performance.

• S (Support) – The persons or parties that support the change.

• C (Consulted)* – The persons or parties that provide
guidance about the objectives, goals, and / or execution of
the change.

• I (Informed) – The persons or parties that are informed of
change results / performance.

* Consulted persons or parties are frequently involved in the decision to change.
During the communicate step, the communication is relaying details of the
change that have already been decided.

VERIFY
Verification is used to confirm:

• understanding of the change communication;

• that the change is complete; and,

• the results / performance of the change.

 The Efficiency First® Framework is a set of practices and principles for managing enterprise Telecom / Mobility / IT. The Framework promotes technical, 
financial, and operational management efficiency, and drives business results.
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An AOTMP® Corporate membership is an exceptional way to take your company to the next level!

We would like to recognize our current AOTMP® Corporate Members:

AOTMP® CORPORATE MEMBERS
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EXCLUSIVE OFFER TO ALL 
AOTMP® MEMBERS
MEMBER TO MEMBER PROMOTION PROGRAM

We're celebrating our partnership with AOTMP®, the association for telecom, mobility, and IT practices 
management, by waiving our vManager Platform fees for 6 months for any AOTMP® member that 
becomes a customer by 12/31/2020. Membership has its privileges: there is no contract and no 
commitment. Find out more: https://vcomsolutions.com/aotmp/ .
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NEW SPECIALTY CERTIFICATIONS
Specialty Certifications teach and verify best practice knowledge of the Efficiency First® Framework 
within a specific Practice Area.

• Auditing Specialist

• Change Control Specialist

• Contract Management Specialist

• Data Privacy Specialist

• Project Management Specialist

• Security Specialist

• Service Management Specialist

• Sourcing & Procurement Specialist

NEW PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS
Professional Certifications verify best practice knowledge of the Efficiency First® Framework and 
understanding of how to apply Framework principles in a telecom, mobility, or IT management practice.

• Certified Telecom Management Professional (CTMP)

• Certified Mobility Management Professional (CMMP)

• Certified IT Management Professional (CIMP)

NEW MASTER CERTIFICATION
This certification verifies AOTMP® Master Certified candidates understand Efficiency First® Framework best 
practices and Center of Excellence principles and they can apply this knowledge to build and maintain and 
Center of Excellence (CoE). AOTMP® Master Certified professionals have a comprehensive understanding of 
each stage of Efficiency First® Framework adoption and how to navigate and implement requirements in 
each stage.

• AOTMP® Master Certified
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AOTMP® UNIVERSITY HAS 14 NEW 
TRAINING BUNDLES!
AOTMP® University Training Bundles offer a convenient 
purchasing option for people interested in learning about 
a specific telecom, mobility, or IT management activity.  
Bundles are offered for beginner and intermediate 
knowledge levels and each includes 5 to 8 courses that 
teach best practices and principles on a specific topic.  
Each course is accompanied by a toolkit of information 
and resources that enrich the learning experience and 
support application of the skills learned. All courses are 
based on industry standards and adult learning principles 
and include an end of course exam to ensure learned 
information is retained.

TELECOM BEGINNER

• Telecom Asset & Service Management

• Telecom Audit I

• Telecom MACD & Change Management

• Telecom Contracts

• Telecom Security

• Telecom Expense Management

TELECOM INTERMEDIATE

• Telecom Audit II

MOBILITY BEGINNER

• Mobility Audit & Optimization

• Mobility Strategy

• Mobility Endpoint Security

MOBILITY INTERMEDIATE

• Mobility Program Management

IT BEGINNER

• Cloud Management I

IT INTERMEDIATE

• Cloud Management II

TELECOM, MOBILITY & IT MANAGEMENT BEGINNER

• Data Privacy
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WORKING GROUPS WILL…
Discuss: Topic Best Practices

Determine: Dependencies / Considerations / Keys to Success

Document: Best Practice Recommendations

Throughout this process, we will ask each group to deliver updates during the quarterly Member 
Meetings. This allows all members to provide any feedback to the Working Groups and contribute 
to their discovery process.

Interested in leading and/or contributing to a Working Group?

If so, please contact engagement@aotmp.com to start the process.

AOTMP® WORKING GROUPS 
As a member-driven organization, the heart and soul of the association comes from the involvement of members. 
One of the best ways to get involved, is to contribute in a Working Group.

Working Groups are created around topics chosen directly from the members. These topics are brought up during 
member meetings and/or a direct reach out from a member. AOTMP® will assist with developing the groups and 
coordinating all group meetings. 

It is our goal to make this a simple process; supporting each group with the scheduling and facilitating meetings, 
recruiting additional Working Group volunteers, and any other assistance needed.  
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INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE ABOUT ANY OF THESE PRODUCTS?

CLICK HERE TO RECEIVE MORE INFORMATION

AOTMP® UNIVERSITY EVENTS

CERTIFICATIONS

EFFICIENCY FIRST® 
FRAMEWORK GUIDEBOOK

MEMBERSHIP
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CREDITS
MESSAGE FROM THE CEO ................................................................................................................................... TIM LYBROOK

tim.lybrook@aotmp.com

INTERVIEW: DELL’S SUCCESSFUL NEW NORMAL .........................................................................  FEARGAL TOIBIN

feargal.toibin@dell.com

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT ................................................................................................................................................RYAN LABER

rlaber@cascade-assets.com

TELECOM, MOBILITY & IT MANAGEMENT BY THE NUMBERS  ...................................... TIMOTHY C. COLWELL

tcolwell@aotmp.com

3 CRITICAL STRATEGIES THAT EXTEND YOUR IT BUDGET ............................................................ KIRK WADDELL

kwaddell@ostcm.com

ENDPOINT CYBERSECURITY TRENDS ............................................................................................................   PETER HUM

 peter.hum@stratevalue.com

A NEW TAKE ON POOLING OPTIMIZATION ...............................................................................................SHAWN VEITZ

sveitz@tellennium.com

EMPLOYEES WORKING FROM HOME A LEGAL OVERVIEW...................................................DANIELLE LACKEY

Motus

BEST PRACTICE: CHANGE CONTROL .......................................................................................... TIMOTHY C. COLWELL

tcolwell@aotmp.com

NEW AOTMP® MEMBERS ................................................................................................................................DEBBIE ANTRIM

dantrim@aotmp.com
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dantrim@aotmp.com
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CERTIFICATION BUNDLE UPDATE  ..................................................................................................................HANNA SHEA

hshea@aotmp.com

TRAINING BUNDLE UPDATE  ..............................................................................................................................HANNA SHEA

hshea@aotmp.com

AOTMP® WORKING GROUPS UPDATE  ...................................................................................................DEBBIE ANTRIM

dantrim@aotmp.com

ADVERTISERS
ASIGNET ................................................................................................................................................................https://asignet.com

BALL STATE UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION SCIENCES (CICS)

.................................................................................................................................................................................www.allinone.degree

CASCADE ASSET MANAGEMENT ............................................................................................https://cascade-assets.com
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UNIVERSAL CELLULAR NYC .................................................................................. http://www.universalcellularnyc.com

VCOM .......................................................................................................................................................https://vcomsolutions.com

VISION WIRELESS ................................................................................................................ http://www.visionwirelessllc.com
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